
Hillary Was The One That Pushed The Trump-Russia Hoax Till The Bitter End

Description

USA: With a very obvious reason, of course!

If you were following, and your memory serves you good, you’d remember that the Hillary Clinton
campaign was behind an effort to link rival Donald Trump to nefarious Russian operatives.

And to this day, for more than 5 long years, and many resources and investigations spent – there was
no evidence.

But that has changed.

Deeds she has done on social media, are now being looked at as evidence, after the claims and
suspicions in the Durham probe have been confirmed.

“Clinton herself amplified the claim on social media, tweeting on Oct. 31, 2016: “Computer scientists
have apparently uncovered a covert server linking the Trump Organization to a Russian-based bank.”

Attached to the tweet was a statement from then-Clinton policy adviser Jake Sullivan, who alleged that
the “secret hotline may be the key to unlocking the mystery of Trump’s ties to Russia,” New YorkPost
has reported.

“It certainly seems the Trump Organization felt it had something to hide, given that it apparently took
steps to conceal the link when it was discovered by journalists,” added Sullivan, who is now President
Biden’s national security adviser.

Earlier that same day, Clinton tweeted: “It’s time for Trump to answer serious questions about his ties
to Russia.” The post included four bullet points that alleged Trump had a “secret server” to
“communicate privately with a Putin-tied Russian bank called Alfa Bank.”

The New York Times has written 13,569 stories about Trump and Russia.
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The Washington Post: 21,636.

How many have they written about Clinton-funded spying of Trump? ZERO.

— Ronna McDaniel (@GOPChairwoman) February 15, 2022

A full 66% of Democrats want to see Hillary Clinton investigated for any role she might have
had in trying to manufacture former President Donald Trump’s ties to Russia in an attempt
to smear him, according to a new poll. https://t.co/m6tvDyi1Z7 pic.twitter.com/txoQD8jKNh

— Newsmax (@newsmax) February 15, 2022

 

Now we know. The 2016 Clinton campaign was a criminal enterprise. Paying tech
executives to infiltrate Trump servers & the White House. Time for someone to go to jail 
https://t.co/JmCWI8RrwW

— Josh Hawley (@HawleyMO) February 13, 2022
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